
May 22,2005 
BRAC 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Base Realignment & Closure Commission, 
I am writing in regards to the proposed military base closings. In Massachusetts, Barnes ANGB and Westover ARB have been spared, 
but Otis ANGB is on the list to be closed Frlom my average citizen perspective, the presence of an armed forces base in a community 
impacts the areas of security. economy, and ~isibility and awareness. 

First, Barnes ANGB is valuable in providing security in a specialized way. Westover ARB has proved its value while our nation has 
responded to 911 1 with the transport of troop:; and equipment to the Middle East. Otis ANGB was the first to respond to 911 1, giving 
us citizens some sense of security on a day when our nation felt very vulnerable. Having large bases located mostly in the southern 
and western sections of our nation leaves the Northeast unprotected. How can the entire Northeast be secured by air bases far in 
distance from here? Would not readiness and the ensuing protection pertain to how close in proximity an air base is to the danger? 
Does that not validate the importance of these bases for providing security for our area of the country? 

Additionally, the cuts that the government makes to save money in one area impacts another area of our society monetarily. As a 
result of the proposed base closings, the jobs that are directly lost and additionally the income that is no longer generated in the 
surrounding communities, a different problem results. The financial loss from those bases that had bolstered those local economies 
just negatively affects the economy in another way. 

Finally, a militmy base provides awareness through visibility and the members of that base are a part of the local community. For 
future recruits, the reality of a base provides ihe concrete that advdsement can only provide for in the abstract. Losing militmy 
visibility and community support in this time of war and a recruiting crunch does not benefit the militmy. 

Thus, smaller b;lses that are spread out over cur country provide for broader security network, a more equitable economical 
distribution into local economies, and visibility. The proposed consolidated super sized bases would concentrate our nations' security, 
impact fewer communities and separate the nditary from its supportive public. 

Therefore, I am requesting that Otis ANGB be removed from the list of base closings so as to maintain its presence along with Barnes 
ANGB and Westover ARB in Massachusetts The base closings will only produce negativity in regards to our military and that is 
something that the Defense Department can  lot afford. More than ever we need to keep what we have. Our bases should not be 
realigned or relocated. 

To conclude, President George W. Bush urged the graduating class at Calvin College, Michigan during his commencement address on 
May 21 to take an active role in our country and the world. We h o w  what is best for our communities, so we are taking an active role 
in regards to making our position in the matter of Massachusetts base closings known. I hope that our elected government officials, 
and the Base Realignment & Closure Commission recognize and then honor that. 

dw& %lU&l~ 
Anna Saldo-Burke, Ed.D 
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